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CPE LISTENING INNOVATION IS GREAT 2 

 

Instructions: Task 1 - Which of these things does Richard do in the video? Choose all the right answers. 

1. He visits a high-tech science facility. 

2. He watches a robot in action. 

3. He plays a video game. 

4. He controls a robot. 

5. He drives a racing car. 

6. He meets the British Prime Minister. 

7. He visits an assembly line. 

8. He drives a Rolls Royce. 

Task 2 - Listening for detail. Fill in the missing information from the video. Each space represents a missing word 

or number. 

1. The snake-arm robot was created by OC Robotics. It's being used in the Aerospace, medicine, security and (a) 

_______ industries. The company is talking to NASA about its use in the maintenance of space (b) _______ . 

There are two (c) _______. One shows the onboard (d) _______ and the other shows a (e) _______ _______ . A 

few (f) _______ control the system and there is also a (g) _______ _______ controller. 

 

 2. McLaren have taken  their Formula 1 technologies and put them into a new high performance, (a) _______ 

_______ sports car called the (b) _______. The chassis is a (c) _______ _______composite - an innovation that 

could pass down to more affordable (d) _______ _______ . 

3. Rolls Royce has its headquarters at the historic (a) _______ _______ . The latest car in the Rolls Royce family 

is the (b) _______. It takes a minimum of (c) _______days and (d) _______ people to make each car. It has a 6.6 

litre V12 (e) _______ _______ engine. It has new suspension, night vision and sound systems, active (f) _______ 

_______ and a lane departure system too.  
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ANSWERS  

Task 1: a; d; e; h; 

Task 2: 

 1. a) nuclear, b) satellites, c) monitors, d) camera, e) virtual environment, f) computers, g) games console;  

2. a) low emissions, b) MP4 12C, c) carbon fibre, d) road cars; 3. a) Goodwood Estate, b) Ghost, c) 20/twenty, d) 

60/sixty, e) twin 

 


